I am a Divine Being (Ware Soku Kami Nari)

The words I speak are the words of God. The thoughts I emit are thoughts of God. The actions I take are actions of God.

The words, thoughts, and actions of God are abundantly overflowing with infinite love, infinite wisdom, infinite joy, infinite happiness, infinite gratitude, infinite life, infinite health, infinite light, infinite energy, infinite power, infinite success, and infinite supply. They are nothing more, nothing else.

Therefore, *Ware Soku Kami Nari*: I speak God, think God, and manifest God in actions.

I heighten and brighten myself, revealing only God, so that when others see me, they are only able to feel that they have seen God.

Those who have seen me have seen God. I emanate light and continue to radiate the most supreme, infinite love of God to all living things.